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Marked out of
1.00
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Tries
remaining: 3

Marked out of
1.00
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This is an example of a description question type - which is not so much a
question as a description.

It serves as a space to give an explanation of a point or to provide some resources
such as image, video which might be used over several other questions.

This quiz is about the history of Moodle. You will find it very useful to refer
to http://docs.moodle.org/en/History

This is an example of a True/False question type.

This picture represents the release of  Moodle 2.1. True or false?

Select one:

True

False

Check

This is an example of a matching question type.

Match the Moodle features to the versions they appeared in:

Repositories made their début in... Choose...

Drag and drop of resources became standard in... Choose...

Group assignments appeared in... Choose...

Groupings first appeared in... Choose...

Responsive themes - such as CLEAN - became the future for
Moodle themes in .... Choose...

Check

https://qa.moodledemo.net/my/
https://qa.moodledemo.net/course/view.php?id=2
https://qa.moodledemo.net/course/view.php?id=2#section-9
https://qa.moodledemo.net/mod/quiz/view.php?id=30
https://qa.moodledemo.net/mod/quiz/startattempt.php?cmid=30&sesskey=19dgPwZnZ9
http://docs.moodle.org/en/History


Question 3
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Marked out of
1.00

Question 4
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remaining: 3

Marked out of
1.00

Question 5
Tries
remaining: 2

Marked out of
1.00

Question 6
Tries
remaining: 2

Marked out of
1.00

This is an example of a multiple choice question with only one answer.

When was Moodle 2.6 released?

Select one:

a. November 2013

b. May 2014

c. November 2010

Check

This is an example of a multiple choice question where there is more than one
correct answer.

Several of these statements are correct. Select the ones which are correct.

 

Select one or more:

a. The first ever Moodle course was called "Internet Overview"

b. Moodle documentation is in the Public Domain

c. The first contributed module was the Quiz module in 2003.

d. Since 2010 there has been an annual Moodle Research conference.

e. The word Moodle is a registered trademark.

f. There are three Moodle demonstration sites

Check

This is an example of a short answer question.

In which month of the year 2010 was Moodle 2.0 released? Write your answer as a
single word, for example August. (August is not the correct answer by the way!)

Answer: 

Check

This is an example of a simple numerical question.

When did mojitos become the official Moodle Moot drink?

(image thanks to Keno)

Answer:

Check

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mojito.jpg
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Marked out of
1.00

Question 8
Tries
remaining: 3

Marked out of
1.00

Question 9
Tries
remaining: 3

Marked out of
1.00

Question 10
Tries
remaining: 2

Marked out of
1.00

This is an example of a calculated question. The numbers will vary but the formula
stays the same. 

You're doing some training in your organisation. In your group you have 7 complete
beginners and 20 relatively experienced Moodle users. How many are there in your
group in total?

 

Answer:

Check

This is an example of a calculated multi-choice question. It is like the calculated
question in that the numbers used may vary with each student and question, but
the equation remains the same but it is different from the calculated question in
that there is a choice of answers available.

You are making a banner for your organisation's Moodle User Group meeting. Its
length is 17 and its height is 7 What is its area?

 

Select one:

a. 119

b. 10

c. 24

Check

This is an example of a simple calculated question. It's similar to the calculated
question but with fewer settings 

You won a cool Moodle cooler box at a Moodle Moot and wonder how much it will
hold. What is the volume of your cooler box if its height is 6.3 its length is 4.0 and
its width is 3.0?

Answer:

Check

This is an example of the Random short-answer matching question type, which
draws from short answer questions in the question bank.

In which Australian city is Moodle HQ situated? Choose...

Name  the Scottish city venue for the 2014 UK Moodle Moot. Choose...

In which Australian city was the 2011 Australian Moodle Moot
held? Choose...

Check



Question 11
Tries
remaining: 3

Marked out of
1.00

Question 12
Not yet
answered

Marked out of
1.00

This is an example of an embedded answers (Cloze) type question. This is a
multiple choice question but there are other types you can use too. (Hover over
your response to see the feedback.)

 

The first Moodle Research conference was held in 

 

Check

This is an example of an essay question. It has to be manually graded and so you
won't get the final grade for this quiz.

In 200 words, explain which question type you think you will use the most  -and
why - and then which question type you will use the least - and why?
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Most useful question type:
Least useful question type:

◀ Lesson 2 - Question types Jump to...
New question types quiz - 

Drag, drop and Select 
missing words ▶︎

https://qa.moodledemo.net/mod/lesson/view.php?id=28&forceview=1
https://qa.moodledemo.net/mod/quiz/view.php?id=31&forceview=1



